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Positive streamer in a weak field in air: A moving avalanche-to-streamer transition

A. A. Kulikovsky*
Research Computing Center, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Received 18 December 1997!

Two-dimensional~2D! simulation of a positive streamer in air between a point anode and a plane cathode is
performed within the scope of a diffusion-drift model. A fine structure of streamer head is obtained. Based on
the simulation results, the head is treated as a moving region of an avalanche-to-streamer transition~AST!.
Using ‘‘empirical’’ relations, which follow from 2D simulations, and applying the Meek’s concept of an AST,
two simple analytical models of streamer dynamics in a weak field are offered. Theisolated head modelgives
results which correspond well to that of 2D simulations. Thepotential modelqualitatively explains an effect
recently detected in experiment of streamer expansion in a weak external field. Both models allow one to
calculate the streamer velocity, number density of electrons, and radius of the plasma channel from a single
input parameter.@S1063-651X~98!02406-4#

PACS number~s!: 52.80.Mg, 52.80.Tn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The first phase of electric breakdown in atmospheric pr
sure gases is that thin and bright plasma channels~streamers!
are formed and rapidly bridge overvolted electrodes. A po
tive streamer moves towards the cathode, against the d
tion of electron drift. If an anode is sharpened, a high field
concentrated near the tip. A streamer is created near the
ode, leaves the high-field region, and moves in a low ex
nal field due to its own space charge field.

The physics of positive streamer propagation in gase
of fundamental interest since Rogowski@1# discovered the
effect of streamer breakdown. The ability of a positi
streamer to propagate in a weak external field ma
streamer corona discharge an attractive instrument
plasma chemical applications@2#. Hereafter ‘‘weak’’ denotes
a field well below the field of static breakdown (.30
kV cm21 in atmospheric air!.

A crucial role in streamer dynamics is played by t
streamer head, where a high field due to the separatio
charges is created. The streamer velocity usually varies in
range 107–108 cm s21; the radius of the head is abou
1021–1022 cm. This combination makes difficult direct ex
perimental observation of the head.

It is known now that streamer propagation in a weak
ternal field is supported by electron drift, collisional ioniz
tion in the head, and photoionization of the gas ahead o
The problem is essentially nonlinear and this puts numer
modeling in the forefront.

During the past decade two-dimensional~2D! simulations
of streamers in a uniform field@3–9# provided clear and
sharp visual pictures of the effect of streamer breakdown
gave properties of streamers in strong~above static break
down! fields. In the majority of these works the streamer w
described by hydrodynamic equations for charged parti
coupled by Poisson’s equation for an electric field. Kunha
and Tzeng@5# were the first to perform 2D Monte Carl
calculations of the avalanche-to-streamer transition in a s
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consistent field. However, the kinetic model is extreme
time consuming and in@5# only the initial stage of streame
growth was simulated.

Guo and Wu@6# have taken into account the momentu
and energy balance of electrons in the streamer probl
Their model gave results close to those from the diffusio
drift model, which have been used in@3,4,7–9#. Within the
scope of this model electrons are considered as massless
ticles in local equilibrium with the electric field.

A so-called 1.5-dimensional model@10# operates with
one-dimensional~1D! continuity equations for the densitie
of charged particles along with an approximate or accur
2D description of the electric field. This model has be
widely used in various modifications for simulation o
streamers in a weak field@11–15#. This model, however,
requires one to prescribe the channel radius and distribu
of space charge. In@16# a variable streamer radius was in
corporated into the 1.5D model using an approximate a
lytical description of the field and electron density.

In Sec. III it will be shown that the distribution of spac
charge at the tip is more essential for an accurate descrip
of streamer advancement. This information can be dedu
only from fully 2D models. Because of multiple comput
tional difficulties, there still is a lack of accurate and reliab
fully 2D numerical simulations of positive streamers in
weak field. The gradient of the electron density in the hea
] ln ne/]z.23103 cm21 and the velocity of electron drift is
.33107 cm s21. This combination makes the problem tim
consuming. A simple analytical theory of streamer dynam
is very desirable.

The first analytical model of streamer dynamics in a we
field was offered by Dawson and Winn@17#. They treated the
proliferation of the streamer channel as a process of d
ionization growth, and diffusion expansion of an equivale
avalanche, which moves in the field of the head. A simi
model, based on the energy balance of the moving a
lanche, was developed by Gallimberti@18#.

Another approach was offered by Dyakonov and K
chorovskii@19#. Following the early work of Loeb@20# they
assumed that streamer propagation occurs due to the cre
of an ionization domain~ID! at the streamer tip. The exis
7066 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 7067POSITIVE STREAMER IN A WEAK FIELD IN AIR: . . .
tence of this domain was confirmed in 2D simulations
Wang and Kunhardt@21#. According to@19#, in this region,
ionization growth of the plasma density occurs while t
Maxwellian relaxation time in a newborn plasma is mu
less than the ionization time. When these times become c
parable, ionization growth is halted. This gives simple re
tions between streamer parameters. Similar arguments
used recently in@22#. This approach does not involve av
lanche drift and diffusion: the plasma channel elongates
to ionization multiplication of charges in the ID.

All these theories~except Loeb’s! imply that the streame
channel is charged uniformly or use some arbitrary sp
charge distribution. The results of 2D simulations in a stro
external field@9# have shown, however, that the head of t
streamer has a fine structure. The space charge is con
trated in a thin layer around the plasma channel, as has
predicted by Loeb. The characteristic space scale of strea
growth in a strong field is the width of the space char
layer. The latter is almost one order of magnitude less t
the radius of channel.

In this paper results of 2D simulations of streamer pro
gation in air in a weak field between a point anode an
plane cathode are reported. The model and results of
simulation are described in Sec. II. The detailed structure
the streamer head is presented and the role of various
cesses is examined. Based on the simulation results,
simple analytical models of the streamer are offered~Sec.
III ! and the physics of streamer propagation is discus
~Sec. IV!.

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION

A. Model

Consider a hyperboloid anode 1 cm over a plane cath
in air ~Fig. 1!. The origin of cylindrical system of coordi

FIG. 1. The electrodes and computational domain~CD!. The
anode~curve! is a hyperboloid of revolution (z/b)22(r /a)251,
wherea50.18 cm,b51 cm. The radius of curvature of the tip i
a2/b50.0324 cm. The cathode is atz50.
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nates (r ,z) is placed at the cathode surface opposite the
ode tip. Axisz is directed towards the anode.

Streamer dynamics is governed by the following syst
of equations:

]ne

]t
1

1

r

]~r j er!

]r
1

] j ez

]z
5Sph1Si2Satt2Lep , ~1!

]np

]t
5Sph1Si2Lep2Lpn , ~2!

]nn

]t
5Satt2Lpn , ~3!

DV52
e

«0
~np2ne2nn!. ~4!

Here

je52De“ne2meneE, E52“V,

is the electron current density with the compone
$ j er , j ez% , n the number density,D andm the diffusion co-
efficient and mobility, respectively,E the strength, andV the
potential of the electric field. The subscriptse, p, andn refer
to electrons, positive ions, and negative ions, respectivele
in Eq. ~4! is the absolute value of electron charge.

In Eqs. ~1!–~3!, S and L stand for sources and losses
charged particles.Sph is the rate of charged particle gener
tion due to photoionization in a gas volume,Si the rate of
collisional ionization,Satt the rate of electron attachment,Lep
the rate of electron-ion recombination, andLpn the rate of
ion-ion recombination.

The rate of collisional ionization was calculated with th
usual local field relationSi5meEane . The Townsend ion-
ization coefficienta in air was calculated as@23#

a5ANexpS 2
E*
E D . ~5!

Here N is the number density of gas molecules,E* 5BN,
andA andB are constants taken to beA51.4310216 cm2

andB5660 Td @23# ~1 Td [10217 V cm2).
The relation~5! describes well experimental data in th

range 10,E/N,150 Td. The simulation shows that at th
tip E/N can reach.800 Td. ForE/N.150 Td experimental
data@24# are available, but they require a more sophistica
fit. The a plays a central role in analytical models~Sec. III!
and to simplify things we have used the relation~5! for all
values ofE/N.

Two-body dissociative attachment and three-body atta
ment of electrons to oxygen molecules were taken into
count. Electron mobility, the diffusion coefficient, and rea
tions between charged particles were taken in accorda
with recommendations of@23#. Transport coefficients and re
action rates used in the calculations are listed in@9#.

The rate of photoionization was calculated within t
scope of the model@25#. In N2:O2 mixtures the radiation of
excited nitrogen photoionizes oxygen molecules. The mo
of @25# is based on the assumption that the major contri
tion to the rate of photoionization gives radiation in the sp
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7068 57A. A. KULIKOVSKY
tral range 980–1025 Å, where one can neglect the absorp
of radiation by nitrogen. Here 1025 Å is the photoionizati
threshold of O2. Below 980 Å the radiation is strongly ab
sorbed by nitrogen and gives a minor contribution to pho
electron production. Taking into account the fine structure
the oxygen absorption spectrum, in@25# the integral over the
wavelength domain 980–1025 Å in the general express
for the rate of photoionization was calculated. Geometri
details specific to the streamer problem were considere
@8#. Here the emission of radiation from the entire volume
the streamer channel has been accounted for@relation~B2! in
@8##.

The system of equations~1!–~4! was converted to a finite
difference form with the method of control volume. Th
fluxes of electrons were calculated with the more accu
Scharfetter-Gummel algorithm@26#. Poisson’s equation wa
solved by the symmetrical successive overrelaxation meth

The computational grid containedNr3Nz51343640
nodes and had the following structure. In the radial direct
the region 0,r ,0.15 cm was covered by a nonuniform fin
grid and then the cells were expanded exponentially up
r .1.1 cm. In the axial direction 200 uniform cells forme
the base coarse grid. To resolve accurately the steep g
ents the streamer head was covered by a window of unif
fine grid (.400 cells!, which was moved along with the
head. The dimensions of the smallest cell werehr3hz
50.000830.000 63 cm. Details of the numerical procedu
are presented in@26,8#.

A small plasma spot was placed at the anode tip to init
streamer formation. The number densities of seed elect
and ions were of Gaussian shape in the radial and axia
rections:

np~r ,z!u t505ne~r ,z!u t505n0expF2S r

s r
D 2

2S z2z0

sz
D 2G ,

~6!

wherez05d2sz , s r50.01 cm, andsz50.025 cm. For im-
mediate initiation of the streamern051014 cm23 was taken.
Initially there were no negative ions in the gap:nnu t5050.

B. Numerical results

The results presented below were obtained for the follo
ing conditions: the gas is dry air~N 2:O2 5 80:20! under a
pressure of 760 Torr and a temperature of 300 K. The
plied voltageV0513 kV. Figure 2 shows the contour lines o
the electron density and absolute value of the electric fi
The evolution of axial profiles of the electron density a
electric field is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 displays the var
tion of the streamer velocity in the gap along with the var
tion of the peak field at the tip of the streamer,Emax.

Two phases can clearly be distinguished. The first o
lasts .5 ns. During this time interval the radius of th
plasma channel increases~Fig. 2!. The streamer velocity de
creases along withEmax ~Fig. 4!. To the end of this phase
Emax reduces by half and the streamer channel has the s
of a cone. Similar behavior of the streamer velocity near
anode was detected in experiments@27#. A strong correlation
between the velocity andEmax shows that the rapid streame
on
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deacceleration near the anode is related to the fall of the p
field.

In the second phase~5–20 ns! the streamer propagates
a low ~15–5 kV cm21) Laplacian field with an almost con
stant radius of the plasma channel andEmax @Figs. 2 and
3~b!#. The velocity also practically does not change: this i
phase of stationary propagation.

To clarify the role of the various processes in the stream
dynamics, it is advisable to compare the terms in the elec
continuity equation~1!. The axial profiles of these terms a
the moment 17 ns are presented in Fig. 5. As is seen, ah
of the streamer tip recombinaton and attachment are no
sential and collisional ionization (Si) dominates. Seed elec
trons are provided by the photoionization (Sph).

Figure 6 shows the leading terms in the electron conti
ity equation~1! in linear scale. It is seen that the characte
istic width of the rate of ionization and the space char
curve are much the same. This fact is essential for furt
analysis. The two-dimensional shape of the rate of ionizat
~Fig. 7! confirms that the widthl r of the space charge laye
around the streamer head defines the space scale of th
gion of plasma growth. The contour ofSi represents the ion
ization domain~Fig. 7!.

The divergence of the electron current density is 2
times less thanSi and to a first approximation one can n

FIG. 2. Contour lines of the electron number density~upper
row! and absolute value of the electric field~lower row!. Time
moments are 5, 11, 17, and 23 ns. Shown arene contours
1011,1011.5,1012 . . . cm23. The outermost contour is 1011 cm23.
Electric field contours are 30,40, . . . kV cm21.
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57 7069POSITIVE STREAMER IN A WEAK FIELD IN AIR: . . .
glect this term in the balance of electrons ahead of the
However, this term is essential in the balance of sp
charge. It is the“• je which provides advancement of th
space charge peak towards the cathode. The continuity e
tion for the space charger[np2ne2nn follows from Eqs.
~1!–~3!,

]r

]t
5“• je , ~7!

and shows that the space charge is altered only by“• je .
Figure 6 clearly shows this: to the left of the space cha
peak“• je.0, and thus the space charge grows at the n
position. To the right of the peak“• je,0 and the space
charge in the newly created segment of the streamer cha
is removed.

III. ANALYTICAL MODELS OF A STREAMER
IN A WEAK FIELD

A. ‘‘Empirical’’ relations and Meek’s criterium

In @9# it has been shown that in a strong uniform exter
field, the peak valueEmax of field at the streamer tip can b
approximated as

Emax5EL1Er max5EL1
e

«0

rmaxl r

3
, ~8!

whereEL is the Laplacian field,Er max is the peak value of
the field produced by the space charge,l r the width of the
space charge layer, andrmax the peak value of the spac
charge at the tip. TheEmax calculated withrmax and l r from

FIG. 3. Axial profiles of the electron density~a! and electric
field ~b!. Time moments 1–23 ns, step 2 ns. The dotted curve in~b!
shows the Laplacian field. The streamer propagates towardsz50.
p.
e
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e
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l

2D simulations is shown in Fig. 8. As is seen, the relation~8!
describes the simulatedEmax within an accuracy.20%.
Physically this means that the 2D distribution of spa
charge around the streamer head creates a peak field w
coincides with the field at the surface of the uniform
charged ball. The radius of this equivalent ball isl r and the
space charge density inside it isrmax.

However, outside this ball the field does not decrease
the inverse square of distance. Figure 9 shows the axial
files of the space charge field. For further calculations
analytical fit of this curve is required. A reasonable appro
mation gives the combination of linear growth inside t
space charge layer and a falloff, which is inversely prop
tional to the distance:

Er~x!5H Er maxS 11
x

l r
D , 2 l r<x,0,

Er maxY S 11
x

2l r
D , x>0.

~9!

Hereinafterx5zmax2z is counted from the position of the
peak fieldzmax ~Fig. 9!. This fit was found to provide a good
approximation ofEr(x) under various voltages and anod
geometries.

Relation ~9! shows that if one moves away from th
streamer tip towards the cathode, near the tip the field
creases as a field of a charged disk of radius. l r . Physi-
cally, this behavior is reasonable: the 2D distribution
space charge has a peak at the tip with the character
width of the order ofl r along the radial direction.

The results of 2D simulations allow one to calculate t
ionization integral

M5E
2 l r

l r
adx, ~10!

where the integration performs over the ionization doma
The dependence ofM on the position of the streamer tip i
shown in Fig. 10. In the middle of the gap (0.35,zmax
,0.8 cm! M varies in the range 18–22. This value is close
the well-known Meek’s criterium of an avalanche-t
streamer transition~AST! in a uniform field@28#:

ad5M0 , ~11!

FIG. 4. The evolution of the peak value of the electric fie
~solid curve! and streamer velocity~dashed curve!.
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FIG. 5. Streamer head: the rates of the processes at the moment 17 ns. The designations are those used in Eq.~1!. Dashed curves are th
rates of collisional ionizationSi , photoionizationSph, attachmentSatt , electron-ion recombinationLep , positive-negative ion recombinatio
Lpn , and ‘‘diff’’ the diffusion part of“• je , that is,“•(De“ne). Solid curves: the term“• je . All the rates are given in cm23 s21.
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where M0.18–20. This suggests that the head of t
streamer can be considered as the moving region of the A
This analogy allows one to construct a simple model of
streamer.

Following Meek, the number of charges in the avalanc
at the AST moment is

Nr05exp~M0!.108, ~12!

and hence it is reasonable to assume that the numbe
charges in the equivalent ball at the tip is

4

3
p l r

3rmax5exp~M !. ~13!

From Eqs.~8! and ~13! it follows that

FIG. 6. Streamer head: the rates of the dominating process
the moment 17 ns~linear scale! and the space charge. Dash
curves areSi , the rate of collisional ionization;r, the space charge
Solid curves: the term“• je in Eq. ~1!. The rates are given in
cm23 s21; space charge is in 1013 cm23.
e
T.
e

e

of

Er max5Emax2EL5
e

«0

exp~M !

4p l r
2

. ~14!

The value ofa rapidly decreases with the field and this a
lows one to extend the integration in Eq.~10! to infinity:

E
2 l r

`

adx5M . ~15!

In a weak fieldEL!Emax, and hence in the ionization do
mainE(x).Er(x). Substituting Eq.~5! with E5Er into Eq.
~15! and using fit~9! one obtains the equation

exp~2F !2F Ei~1,F !1
2 exp~2F !

F
5

M

ANlr
, ~16!

where

F~ l r ,M ![
BN

Er max

and Ei(1,F)5*1
`t21exp(2Ft)dt is integral exponent.

B. Isolated head model

Specifying one ofM , l r, or Emax, Eqs. ~16! and ~14!
allow one to calculate the other two parameters. Figure
showsEmax obtained withM519. The model gives a good
approximation to the simulatedEmax in the steady-state
propagation phase. WithM519 the width of the space
charge layerl r50.0156 cm is in excellent agreement wi
that defined from 2D calculations~0.0160 cm!.

The space charge may be thought of as localized in
equivalent ball of radiusl r . The high-field region hence ha
a radial size of the order ofl r . Since emission from the
streamer exponentially depends on field,l r represents the

at
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57 7071POSITIVE STREAMER IN A WEAK FIELD IN AIR: . . .
visible radius of the streamer. This radius is 5–6 times l
than the radius of the plasma channel~see further discus
sion!. The experimental estimation of the streamer radius
air under similar conditions is within the range 0.002–0.
cm @29#.

In a weak fieldEr..EL , and hence at a givenM ~or
l r), the fieldEmax depends only on the number density of g
molecules,N. According to@19# the electron density in the
head,

nh5
nmax

eme /«0
, ~17!

FIG. 7. Contour lines of the rate of ionizationSi , the term
“• je , and space charger at the moment 17 ns. All the level
corresponds to 0.1 of the maximum value. The dashed curve sh
the contour line of the symmetrical negative value of“• je . The
contour of Si represents the shape of the ionization domain. T
width of the ionization domain is of the order of the width of th
space charge layer.

FIG. 8. Peak fieldEmax at the tip of the streamer~solid curve!
and the field of the equivalent ball, Eq.~8! ~points! for various
positions of the streamer tip.
s

n

is uniquely determined byEmax. Herenmax5meEmaxa(Emax)
is the ionization frequency in the fieldEmax. With Emax.110
kV cm21 ~Sec. II B!, Eq. ~17! givesnh.531013 cm23; the
simulation givesnh.(2 –3)31013 cm23 @Fig. 3~a!#.

In other words within the scope of this model, under
given density of gas molecules streamer dynamics is g
erned by a single parameter. Any one ofM , l r , or Emax can
serve as this parameter. This model ignores the existenc
the streamer channel; that is why it will be referred to as
isolated head model~IHM !.

ws

e

FIG. 9. ~a! Solid lines: axial profiles of the space charge fie
Er[E2EL from 2D simulations. Dashed lines: the fit~9!. The time
~ns! is indicated to the left of the curves.~b! Detailed picture for the
moment 15 ns. The distancex is counted from the current positio
zmax of the peak field. The characteristic space scale of fit~9! is l r .

FIG. 10. The field at the tipEmax ~solid curve! and ionization
integralM , Eq. ~10! ~points!.
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7072 57A. A. KULIKOVSKY
C. Potential model

The balance of the potential along the streamer axis g
an additional relation between parameters and a pote
model ~PM! can be formulated. We introduce the spa
charge voltage drop

Vr~zmax![E
2 l r

zmax
Erdx5V02VL~zmax!2Vc~zmax!,

~18!

whereVc is the voltage drop along the streamer channel
VL(zmax)5*0

zmaxEL(x)dx is the Laplacian voltage at the tip o
the streamer. Figure 12 illustratesVr .

With the fit ~9! Eq. ~18! gives

Er max5
2Vr

l r
F114 lnS 11

zmax

2l r
D G21

. ~19!

Equating Eqs.~14! and ~19!, M is expressed in terms ofl r

andVr ,

M5 lnH 8p l rVr

e/«0
F114 lnS 11

zmax

2l r
D G21J ,

and now Eq.~16! gives l r if one specifiesVc . Therefore,
within the scope of this model the streamer properties
governed by the voltage drop along the streamer channelVc .

FIG. 11. The fieldEmax in the gap from 2D simulations~solid
line!, isolated head model~long dashed line!, and potential model
~short dashed line!.

FIG. 12. Axial profiles of the Laplacian fieldEL and of the total
field E at the moment 17 ns. The space charge voltage dropVr is
the shaded area below the curveE. This area equals the shaded ar
below the curveEL .
s
ial

d

re

The 2D simulation gave a mean field in the stream
channelEc.3 kV cm21. The Emax obtained from the PM
with Vc5(d2zmax)Ec is shown in Fig. 11. As is seen, th
Emax is essentially overestimated near the anode.

The first reason for this is that we neglected the Laplac
component of the total field in Eq.~16!. Near the anodeEL is
large and hence both the IHM and PM are not valid. T
second reason is that fit~9! is approximate and does no
provide the required value ofVr . Far from the tip the field
~9! decreases too slowly and the integral over Eq.~9! over-
estimates the real space charge voltage. In short gapsVr can
significantly exceedVL and the defect inVr can be essential
In longer gaps, when the streamer head is far from the e
trodes,Vr,VL and one may expect better results.

It is not easy to compare the PM with experiment, sin
there are no direct measurements ofEmax in streamers. To
check the PM in longer gaps the predictions of this mo
were compared with the 1.5D simulation available in t
literature. Figure 13 shows the comparison ofEmax, calcu-
lated by Morrow and Lowke@15# within the scope of the
1.5D model with that predicted by the PM. The applied vo
age is 20 kV; the gap spacing is 5 cm. The mean field in
streamer channel was taken to be 2 kV cm21. As is seen,
with this Ec , the results from the PM are very close to tho
of Morrow and Lowke. The difference is that the PM allow
the streamer to propagate towards the cathode, wherea
1.5D model limits the streamer length by.3.6 cm.

D. Radius of the streamer head, streamer velocity, and current

Remarkably, both presented models do not contain
radius of the streamer head,Rh , since it does not affect the
process of the AST. TheRh is the radius of the plasma chan
nel above the tip, which is bounded by the space charge la
~Fig. 7!.

The 2D simulations show that theRh usually exceedsl r

by 5–6 times. The radius of the plasma channel is es
lished to transport the current, generated at the tip, to
anode.

To show this we will integrate the space charge continu
equation~7! over the volume shown in Fig. 14. Applyin
Gauss’ theorem, one obtains

FIG. 13. Peak fieldEmax of the streamer in a 5-cm point-to
plane gap in air under 20 kV applied voltage. Points: Morrow a
Lowke @15# ~1.5D model!. Solid curve: potential model withEc

52 kV cm21. The anode is placed atz50.
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]Nr

]t
5 j hpRh

2 , ~20!

since the conductivity current of the densityj h flows mainly
in the plasma of the head. The total space charge inside
volume of integration is a charge of the equivalent ball,Nr

5exp(M). The time derivative can be approximated
]Nr /]t.Nr /tr , where

tr5
1

nmax
lnS nh

nid
D ~21!

is a characteristic time of the streamer advancement ove
distancel r @9,19#. Herenid is the electron number density o
the outside of the ionization domain. The streamer velocit
therefore

Vs5
l r

tr
5

l rnmax

ln~nh /nid!
. ~22!

Substituting Eq.~21! into Eq.~20! and taking into accoun
that j h5meEhnh , whereEh is the field in the plasma abov
the tip, one obtains the radius of the head,

Rh5A e

«0

exp~M !

pEhln~nh /nid!
. ~23!

The Rh weakly depends on the rationh /nid . The logarithm
of this ratio usually varies in the range 4–6; a reasona
estimate is ln(nh /nid).5. With M519 ~numerical example in
Sec. III B! and Eh53 kV cm21 the relation~23! gives Rh
50.083 cm. With the sameEh , the potential model gives, a
z50.65,Rh50.082 cm. Both values are 5 times more thanl r

~0.016 cm! and agree well with the result of 2D simulation
~Fig. 2!.

The PM predicts rather an unexpected feature of strea
dynamics: with the growth of the applied voltage the pe
field at the tip of the streamer diminishes. Figure 15 sho
the results obtained for the conditions of Morrow and Low
@15# under applied voltages of 20, 30, and 40 kV (Ec52
kV cm21 in all cases!. With the growth ofV0, the space
charge width and the head radius increase andEmax dimin-
ishes. The decrease ofEmax leads to a decrease of the me
electron energy; this can be essential for plasma chem
applications.

FIG. 14. Sketch of the streamer~Sec. III D!: streamer channel
equivalent ball~shaded!, and the volume of integration~thin rect-
angle!. The conductivity current flows through the streamer ch
nel. Inside the volume of integration, the charged ball during
time intervaltr , Eq. ~21!, covers the distance, equal to its radi
l r , and this gives the velocity and displacement current.
he

he

is

le

er
k
s

al

Equation~20! allows one to obtain a useful expression f
the current in the streamer channel,I 5e]Nr /]t.eNr /tr .
Taking into account Eq.~21!, one obtains

I 5
eexp~M !nmax

ln~nh /nid!
. ~24!

This formula can be useful for practical purposes: the c
rent I can be measured in experiment and Eq.~24! gives the
relation ofEmax and exp(M). Then the IHM can be applied
for the calculation of the other streamer parameters.

IV. DISCUSSION

The Meek’s condition of the AST, Eq.~11!, does not
contain the internal scale of the avalanche. To calculate
field at the tip of an avalanche, Meek@28# used the diffusion
radius as an estimate of avalanche size. At the moment o
AST this internal scale arises: it is the width of the spa
charge layerl r .

Further propagation of the streamer head may be thou
of as the movement of a region of the avalanche-to-strea
transition. The ionization domain of the width. l r around
the head is a site of the AST. This domain is steady stat
the reference frame moving with the head. The charges
duced here ‘‘push out’’ the electric field towards the catho
thus providing streamer advancement. The fieldEmax plays
the role of an external field. Unlike the classical AST in
uniform external field, the velocity of the avalanche is a su
of electron drift and streamer velocity. It should be emph
sized that the radius of the plasma channel does not affec

-
e

FIG. 15. Streamer parameters in a 5-cm point-to-plane gap in
under applied voltages of 20, 30, and 40 kV~potential model!.
Conditions of discharge are those of Morrow and Lowke@15#. ~a!
Peak fieldEmax at the tip of the streamer,~b! the radius of the
streamer headRh for the same voltages.
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process of the AST and hence has no effect on strea
dynamics.

Within the ID, the rate of photoionization is negligibl
small ~Fig. 5!. Nevertheless, in both the IHM and PM it
assumed that there are a number of seed electrons ahe
the streamer. Simulations show that without photoionizat
the streamer does not propagate. However, the exact nu
of seed electrons ahead of the tip is not essential: it aff
the value ofnid , which appears in all formulas under th
sign of a logarithm. In a weak field the role of photoioniz
tion is to provide at least one seed electron ahead of the
Further multiplication of charges occurs due to collision
ionization.

Figure 5 shows that diffusion plays no part in stream
advancement.

The PM predicts streamer expansion under a high app
voltage. Streamers with a head radius of about 1 cm w
detected in@30#. The experiments were made in air betwe
coaxial wire and a tube of radius 15 cm under an app
voltage of ;100 kV. Photographs clearly show brigh
plasma balls with a radius of about 1 cm in the middle of
gap. The external field at this point is below 30 kV cm21.
The effect can be attributed to the growth of the space cha
voltage dropVr , as described above.
l
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Both the IHM and PM use the fit~9!. In air this fit was
found to be valid for various applied voltages and ano
geometries. However, we did not make attempts to check
validity of relation ~9! for other gases. The potential mod
can be improved by using more sophisticated approximati
for the space charge field instead of Eq.~9!. At a large dis-
tance from the tipEr should decrease faster than 1/x.

The use of the space charge fieldEr instead of the total
field E5Er1EL in the expression fora, Eq. ~5!, gives the
relatively simple equation~16!. An attempt to account for the
Laplacian field in Eq.~5! leads to cumbersome expression
which involve the specific geometry of electrodes. Howev
one may expect that near the electrodes, whereEL is large,
this approach would give more accurate results.
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